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Name:  ________________________________________ 
SIGN IMMEDIATELY, PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 

ECE RTOS Exam No. 4 (50pts.) – 15% of the final grade 

General Remarks 
Take home exam. Work on your own. Return to the instructor by 4pm on Friday June 17, or with 15pts late penalty by Monday June 20, 2016 

DL: __ ERR: __ PTS: __ MPTS: __ MGR: __ 
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points, MPTS – total midterm points, MGR – total midterm grade. 

Question 1 (20pts.) 
Consider 

 a preemptive RTOS operating system with priorities (similar to FreeRTOS that we studied) 

 user-created tasks: T1 of higher priority, T2, T3 and T4 of medium priority, and T5 of lower priority 

 tasks are not blocked unless specified otherwise or can be inferred from which other tasks run  

 each of the questions below is separate from the others 

Which tasks will run in round robin?  Circle all tasks that are parts of the answer in each case. 

1. Tasks T1 and T2 are blocked at this time: T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 

2. We know that task T5 runs: T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 

2. Task T2 attempts to read from an empty queue with time to block set to “infinity”: T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 

3. Task T2 attempts to read from a non-empty queue with time to block set to “infinity”: T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 

4. Task T2 attempts to read from an empty queue with time to block set to “zero”: T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 

5. We know that task T1 runs: T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 

6. We know that task T2 runs: T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 

7. Is it possible for only tasks T1 to run all the time? no / yes 

8. Is it possible for only tasks T5 to run all the time? no / yes 

9. Is it possible for only tasks T3 and T4 to run in round robin at the same time? no / yes 

10. Is it possible for tasks T4 and T5 to run in round robin at the same time? no / yes 

Question 2 (10pts.) 
Consider ADC0 Device Driver for FreeRTOS. Circle the true statements: 

The semaphore xADC0DataReadySemaphore: 

□ mutex     □ allows safe multithreading   □ essential for driver operation 

The semaphore xADC0MeasuringSemaphore: 

□ mutex     □ allows safe multithreading   □ essential for driver operation 
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Question 3 (20pts.) 
Complete each of the provided fragments of code that utilizes FreeRTOS based on the requested functionality 

described in comments in the corresponding code fragments. 

static ____________________ xSEM;    // declare a binary semaphore 

void INIT_COMM( void ) { 

    ____________________ ( ____________________ );     // create a semaphore xSEM 

    ____________________ (____________________, 0);    // set xSEM as taken 

} 

void ISR_HANDLER( void ) __interrupt XXX { 

  static portBASE_TYPE xHPTW = pdFALSE; 

  PROCESS_DATA_IN_ISR(); 

  ____________________ (____________________, &xHPTW ); 

  // send a signal to the task TASK using the semaphonre xSEM 

  CLEAR_INTERRUPT_FLAG(); 

} 

static void TASK( void *pvParameters ) { for (;;) { 

    if( ____________________ == ____________________ (____________________, 50) ) { 

        // wait for a signal from the ISR_HANDLER for up to 50 ticks 

      PROCESS_DATA_IN_TASK();  // process data only if signal received 

      RESET_ERROR_LED(); 

    } else { SET_ERROR_LED(); } 

} } // end forever-for loop, end TASK 


